
Personal Change Challenge 

Introduction 

For my Personal Change Challenge I decided to attempt to change 

my Neighbours approach towards her waste disposal. For as long as I 

have known my neighbour, she has used the same routine with her 

disposal of waste. She fills her shed with the bags of rubbish and 

hires out a skip every two or so months which goes to a landfill site. 

 My plan is to call to my Neighbours and discuss with her: 

 What she knows about waste? i.e. over filled landfill sites 

 How much does she pay for her skips? 

 How unhygienic it is to leave waste in her shed for that length 

of time 

 How a skip effects a housing estates image 

               

My next step will be to show my neighbour the difference she could 

make to her lifestyle, her pocket and how it helps the environment. 

  



                   

Challenge 

I arrived at my Neighbours house on the 21st of January. She was 

very open to my proposal, so she let me discuss it with her. I asked 

the questions I had prepared. And these were her answers: 

 

 First she told me that her waste was a pain in the rear end, but 

she phased it differently. And how she was getting older and 

had no time to be messing with recycling and what not. She 

then tried to convince me that her rubbish would not fit into a 

bin. I then I told her how that landfills are closing down 

because they are too expensive to run and maintain. 

 

 She told me she paid €89 for a skip to be delivered by the truck 

every two months. I then told her that skips leave off a vast 

amount of emissions as well as the truck that delivers and 

collects the skip. We then searched the web for weekly 

collection bins. Eventually we found a site where weekly bins 

were €25 per month which worked out a lot cheaper.  

 



 

 

 She then said that she had always a problem with mice.  

                   

 

 Lastly she answered my last question saying that she didn’t 

care what other people think. But I explained how the skip 

brings a negative image on our housing estate. 

 

Once I outlined a plan with a plan with her she began by using 

weekly bins. On the second of February I called again to see how she 



was finding the bins. She told me how she found them a lot more 

hygienic and how she was saving money, but she was not recycling 

because she had no time to be organising her waste and she had a 

point in my opinion, as everyone was short of time these day’s with 

the extra workload to keep the house in the same condition as it was 

in 2007. 

I began then to ask her if she thought that she could start using just 

one bin for her rubbish but she told me that she doubted it, it 

couldn’t be done. On the 9th of February I met her son. He was aware 

of our challenge but was not participating. I then showed him how 

much his mother began to save, as a result of not having to bin pay 

bin fees. He was impressed so I asked him would he help out each 

day recycling after work. He eventually agreed because he knew that 

saving money is vital in today’s economy. I helped them each 

evening on the first week following the 13th of February. In my 

opinion he was easier to work with than his mother as he had done a 

renewable energy course five years earlier in an I.T. but failed to 

complete it. He had a great understanding of what I was trying to 

achieve with this project.  

It is now the 20th of February and I was convinced I had achieved my  

main goal, to decrease the waste piling into the landfills of this 

country, but to my disappointment I received word yesterday that 

my Neighbours son was emigrating  to Canada on the 15th of March. I 

knew that the changes I had brought about in this family would not 

last because of the Neighbour’s attitude and her ‘busy schedule’. 

After one more discussion she decided to recycle if I cut her lawn 

every two weeks, a small sacrifice on my part might affect 

generations of her relatives to come. 



 

Results of my challenge: 

o I decreased the amount of waste going to landfills, although I 

realise it was only by a small amount, every small bit counts. 

o I decreased CO2 emissions being released from the recycling, as 

the rubbish that was taken to be recycled could have been left to 

decompose. 

o I had the opportunity to interact with my neighbours and 

perhaps get to know them a small bit better while at the same 

time also inspiring our neighbours to protect or planet. 

o As a result of this interaction with my neighbour, the trend of 

recycling gradually spread to her friends through word of 

mouth. 

o I helped my neighbour save money by not having to pay for 

collection bins, just one of the many benefits of recycling. 

o During this challenge I think that many of my skills have 

become more advanced, among them my social, writing and 

communication skills. 

 

Conclusion: 

Before I did this project my views and thoughts towards our 

crisis in oil consumption, landfills, emissions etc, was a broad 

one. Everyone involved had to think about these issues 

personally and form their own opinions. 



My views and thoughts on these issues have completely 

changed, as a result of my Neighbours response to the recycling 

challenge. Even though I showed her statistics about our 

landfills, it took a long time to change her opinion and attitude 

towards recycling. It only took the quick mention of saving 

money to capture her interest. I strongly believe that the key to 

making this issue relevant and important in a person’s mind in 

today’s day and age is bringing money and saving/making some 

into the equation. Money is the biggest motivator on this planet, 

forgive me for the cliché. 

I also came to the conclusions that if one person changes their 

way of living to a more sustainable way of living, it will change 

their very being. It makes all the difference in the long term. My 

neighbour may have needed a small push but once she got into 

the swing of things she began to see why it was important and 

necessary. An idea that gives back will always stay strong in the 

mind. 


